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Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment
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Contact agent

Realm Adelaide is a truly unique and luxurious development that offers residents the pinnacle of modern apartment living

in the heart of Adelaide. Designed by acclaimed integrated design practice, Elenberg Fraser, this architectural

masterpiece features open-plan living and panoramic views that will take your breath away.Located on Austin Street,

Realm Adelaide is situated directly opposite the University of Adelaide and on top of the Renaissance Arcade next to

Rundle Mall. With the most central location to shopping, dining, and entertainment in the CBD, residents can easily access

all that the city has to offer. The tram stop located just 100m away also offers easy access to the Adelaide Central Market

and Glenelg Beach.This stunning apartment boasts two spacious bedrooms, perfect for singles, couples, or small families.

The master bedroom features an ensuite bathroom for added privacy and convenience, while the second bedroom is

located right next to the main bathroom.The apartment is fitted with modern stainless steel appliances in the fully

equipped kitchen, including an integrated fridge for sleek and seamless design. The open-plan living and dining area is

perfect for entertaining guests, with plenty of natural light and space to relax.Step outside onto your own private balcony

and soak up the panoramic views of the city skyline, a stunning backdrop for your morning coffee or evening glass of

wine.The building's entryway is reminiscent of a five-star hotel lobby and sets the tone for the luxurious amenities that lie

within. From the state-of-the-art gym and outdoor terrace with a lap pool and spa, to the private function spaces and

games room, residents will be able to enjoy a truly elevated lifestyle.For those who opt for the premium apartments, level

39 boasts an additional 500 square meters of exclusive amenities. From the indoor yoga studio and massage retreat, to

the spa, steam room, and sauna on the building's rooftop, this space is perfect for those looking to relax and rejuvenate.*

100m to Tram Stop* 120m to The University of Adelaide* 150 to Rundle Mall* 240m to the Art Gallery of South Australia*

260m to the South Australian Museum* 300m to Woolworths* 700m to the Botanic Gardens* 850m to the new Adelaide

Botanic High School (opens in 2019)* 900m to the Adelaide Zoo* 1300m to Adelaide Oval* 1500m to the Royal Adelaide

Hospital*Note photos are of apartment 2910, identical to apartment 2710.Disclaimer - The information contained here is

gathered from a source that we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and do not accept any

responsibility for its accuracy. All interested parties should rely on their own independent searches and Legal advice. RLA

255949


